Scuba Skills Update aka Refresher
DESCRIPTION
Not dived for a while? Need to practice before your open
water training dives? Boost your dive confidence and
practice your skills with an SSI Scuba Skills Update. This
scuba refresher course is a safe and fun way to practice
dive skills with an SSI professional and is often required
to continue your diving training after time away from the
sport. Start diving again now.

FACTS
Minimum Age:
Certification Prerequisites:
Academic Sessions:
Pool/Confined Water
Sessions:
Open Water Dives:
Maximum Training Depth:

8/10
None
Digital Scuba Skills Update
1

Suggested Duration:

None (ask us about
scheduling)

N/A
5 meters / 15 feet

Required Equipment:
Due to COVID 19 we can no longer provide basic equipment
for this program.
You must have your own basic skin diving equipment.
(Minimum gear is “Mask, Snorkel and Personal Mouthpiece
for the Regulator”)
We can supply the rest of the gear.
All the gear you will be using is sanitized in your presence
and with your participation.
Feel free to ask any questions about this process.

COST
Course & Training
Materials

$159.99 +HST

It is easy for dive skills to get rusty and to
lose confidence when you have not dived for
a while. With the SSI Scuba Skills Update,
we will get you back in the water and diving
with ease in no time. This scuba refresher
course allows you to review and practice
scuba skills you learned in your Open Water
Diver program, under the guidance of an SSI
Professional. This is a great course to take
just before a dive holiday, so you spend less
time worrying about your skills and more time
admiring the marine life.
If you are a non-certified Open Water Diver
student,
Scuba Skills Update is ideal for
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practicing your dive skills before your open
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From 8-15
years a parent or guardian must participate
in the program at the same time. This is an
experience program only and has no credit
against any future certification programs.

SCHEDULING Once you have
purchased the program we will help select
a date and time that is convenient you and
or your group. Having our own indoor pool
on site allows us to offer our customers
plenty of convenience for busy schedules.

